
How to make a film about student life?
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Of course, the word "film" is quite loudly said.To create a truly worthwhile film, you need high-quality
equipment, sound, light, script and cool director.Due to the fact that our project will exercise ordinary
students, then it is more correct to call our creation not "film", but a "video".

Although, in principle, I do not see a big difference in this, as they say, not in the name of the
case.So, when you then, you will meet the words "film" and "video", consider them equal synonyms.

Choose the overall concept of the film

So why does the creation of any film begins?It is clear that the impetus to all actions is the idea.Look
around yourself.All you see, once there was only someone's idea.Perhaps even crazy, as the
contemporaries of a person who expressed their idea believed.

How to change your thinking and worldview?

However, the idea, in the end, received a material embodiment.

What do I want to say this?Even if it seems to you that your idea of the film is very extravagant, then
it is not worth discounting it immediately.

It is possible that some moments can be completely implemented in the future video.Best of all, if
you (along with your associates, if any), when generating the idea of the film, conducted a
"brainstorming".

Brainstorm

The essence of the "brainstorming" is that during this process, each of the participants of the Group
expresses absolutely any suggestions for the concept of the future film.Someone alone fixes all the
proposed options and, thus, as a result, it turns out a list of possible variants of the film about
student life.

Student life is actually

When conducting a "brainstorming", it is very important not to criticize the statements of participants
immediately after their announcement.Only after the completion of the "brain attack" you can
proceed to identify the most appropriate concept of the film.

Ideas can be offered a lot.However, how to choose exactly what the plot of which is worth shooting
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a video?Similar things like creating a film best time to attend any university holiday.

The ideal option is the anniversary of your educational institution.Then, in my opinion, the best
concept of the film will be the following plot: in the video you reflect all the most important moments
of the existence of your university.

Therefore, the film can be made in the form of 3 segments, starting from the past, continuing to the
real university, and ending with the wishes for the future.Believe me if you present a similar picture
before the administration of your educational institution and students who are now trained with you,
then you will get a great pride for the work done.

Time your movie to any holiday

If in your case no large university holiday is foreseen, then you can make a film purely about student
life.For example, you can reflect a typical student day in your video.Naturally, in this case, it is best
to make a picture with various whiskers to be fun.And in general, without a good portion of humor,
almost in any picture can not do :).

Humor

Moving on.With the idea you decided, it is time to collect the resources.Under the resources are
understood by various photos - and video materials from which you actually will be mounted.Where
can I take old videos and photos about the life path of your educational institution?

There are several ways to solve this problem.First, refer to the person in the university, which is
engaged in the cultural and mass sector.This is usually a woman, 40-50 years old, which organizes
all sorts of university events.

How to facilitate learning or lever effect

Tell her about what you are going to create a film about student life, and that you need a photo - and
video materials related to the activities of the University.Surely you will give a large number of all
kinds of photos and videos, from which you can compile a very decent picture.

In addition to the person responsible for the cultural sector, also refer to the university
teachers.Surely any of them removes all sorts of university events in a photo or camcorder.Here
you, please, still material from which you can make a film about student life.

In addition, do not forget that you yourself can quite remove several scenes, from which you can
mount a full film.There is already a creative thinking of people in order to simultaneously, everything
in the film was in their places, as well as that the video was not bored.

How to plan a student's day?



After you concentrated in our hands, all kinds of material, which relates to various aspects of student
life, it is necessary to select only what you need for the film.

If you make a film dedicated to the anniversary of your university, then, accordingly, it is necessary
to choose only those materials that can be represented in the form of a kind of historical tape (for a
long time until that time).

If the concept of your film is based, for example, on the presentation of a typical student's day, then
it is necessary to select materials on which one student is captured in any way.

By the way, it is possible to make such a comparison in the film: show a typical student of the
70s.(with books and backpack), and a modern student (with iPad, iPhone, etc.).In general,
everything is limited to your fantasy :).


